471 delegates will gather tomorrow in Buenos Aires to "Live the City"

A day to go to start the Annual Meeting 2015 of METROPOLIS, Buenos Aires is preparing to host 471 national and international delegates. For four days, the capital of Argentina will be the venue where 287 political and technical representatives from 38 member cities of the association will have the opportunity to meet and exchange knowledge and leading practices on metropolitan management.

Inclusion, innovation and sustainability are the strategic topics of the event and coincide not only with the bases of the management of the City of Buenos Aires, but also with topics of the new METROPOLIS crosscutting political agenda, which shows how worldwide metropolises can and should be recognized as mutual reference points.

During the first day, working sessions are planned as the Regional Secretaries, Initiatives, Training, Women and Youth meetings.

METROPOLIS and the Government of the City of Buenos Aires warmly welcome the member cities present at this meeting!